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We have performed microfluidic experiments with erythrocytes passing through a
network of microchannels of 20–25 lm width and 5 lm of height. Red blood cells
(RBCs) were flowing in countercurrent directions through microchannels
connected by lm pores. Thereby, we have observed interesting flow dynamics. All
pores were blocked by erythrocytes. Some erythrocytes have passed through pores,
depending on the channel size and cell elasticity. Many RBCs split into two or
more smaller parts. Two types of splits were observed. In one type, the lipid bilayer
and spectrin network were cut at the same time. In the second type, the lipid
bilayer reconnected, but the part of spectrin network stayed outside the cell
forming a rope like structure, which could eventually break. The microporous
membrane results in multiple breakups of the cells, which can have various clinical
implications, e.g., glomerulus hematuria and anemia of patients undergoing
dialysis. The cell breakup procedure is similar to the one observed in the droplet
breakage of viscoelastic liquids in confinement. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4886967]
I. INTRODUCTION
Lipid bilayer membrane conformations were extensively studied during past decades.1
Erythrocyte vesiculation2 and entire cells’ merging3,4 were also investigated through years.
Additionally, the tether extrusion from red blood cells (RBC) with the length up to 25 lm was
performed.5–7 The vesiculation of RBCs during blood storage is often observed.8 Locally, the
erythrocyte membrane deforms due to pH changes.9 Several methods were implemented to
measure erythrocyte membrane properties: AFM,10 SEM,11 high frequency electric field,12 opti-
cal tweezers,13 and micropipette experiments with actin filaments visualizations.14 Moreover,
models for elastic behavior of spectrin network were developed.15 It depends significantly on
the shape as well as on general health of an erythrocyte (parasite infection).16 It was shown
that echinocytes transition has not altered cell membrane stiffness significantly.17 The theory of
the vesicle shape transition was developed many decades ago, and relays on the optimal surface
curvature and on the cell volume to surface ratio.18 The static shape of erythrocyte is a result
of the minimum of the membrane’s bending energy.19 Dynamic shapes and their transition are
much more complicated and up to now not entirely understood. Some experiments studied the
transport of microcapsule through small micropores such as droplet flow through membrane
with 1 lm pores,20 part of RBC was sucked up into the 0.4 lm pore,21 and RBCs were flown
through a 2.7 lm  3lm channel on a microchip.22 In clinical practice, it was observed that
RBCs can pass the glomerular membrane23 and that the glomerular bleeding results in RBC
deformed shapes in the urine.24 Glomerular membrane has pores of the size below 1lm.25 The
large shear rate deformations of RBC ghosts (cells from which the hemoglobin is removed)
were studied also by theory.26 The breakup of the erythrocytes observed in our experiments
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was similar to the one of viscoelastic jets. The breakup of the fluidic jets were studied widely,27
e.g., in the confinement of the microchannel28 and in the various viscoelastic regimes.29
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiment we have performed is unique, as the setup design forces erythrocytes to be
in one alignment (5lm channel high) and the structure of the flow and membrane leads to large
RBC deformations. This results in very interesting flow dynamics.
We have performed experiments in a microfluidic chip using 7 days old blood samples
from a blood bank. This is one of the youngest samples possible to obtain, after blood process-
ing. The cells should be of the similar properties to the one of the fresh blood. However, some
echinocytes were present in the sample. The flow of cells in the microchip was investigated
under the microscope (see Figures 1(b) and 1(c). Movies were recorded with a camera with a
frequency of 25 fps. The magnification used varied, but for result presentation we show pictures
with 400 and 1000 magnification. The microchip was connected to a syringe pump by tube
of 1.2mm diameter. The flow rate was 0.1 ll/h. The actual flow depends strongly on the hemat-
ocrit level, which cannot be easily controlled. Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect leads to changes in the
viscosity of blood. Hence, even with uniform pumping, the flow of RBCs is non-uniform in he-
matocrit level and velocity of a single cell. Studies were performed over few days and for each
case a new sample (7 days old) from the blood bank was obtained. The blood sample from the
blood bank was prepared in SAGM solution.30 The RBC concentrate was than dissolved in nor-
mal saline solution to obtain a hematocrit of 10%, which is a common value for capillary flow.
To avoid blood coagulation sodium citrate from S-Monovette was added.
The microchips were designed using Comsol Multiphysics software and then translated to
AutoCAD (see Figure 1(d)). The file was send to Stanford University Foundry, and there the
mask and microchip were manufactured in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), with no additional sur-
face utilization. The PDMS chip was sealed with glass with oxygen plasma technique. The
obtained channel height was 5lm and the width varied between 20 and 25lm. Two large chan-
nels were connected with the set small microchannels forming an environment, which is referred
as a porous membrane (see Figure 1(d)). Pore length was between 2lm and 14lm. Pore width,
when it was possible to measure, was around 0.5lm and above. The pore size estimation was
obtained from video analysis using Matlab. The pores have rather rectangular structure due to the
chip manufacturing. The pore distribution was not a uniform one in location and sizes. We have
tested four different microchips. The scheme of the flow is shown in Fig. 1(c). The RBCs flow in
opposite directions in the two microchannels (countercurrent flow), and the microchannels are
connected by lm-pores. In the situation when the flow was in the same direction no crossing of a
pore was observed. An example of the basic flow characteristics can be seen in Fig. 1(e)
(Multimedia view). Depending on pore size and pore distribution various flow patterns are
observed. Generally, cells tend to fill an empty pore instantaneously. Very often several cells are
observed at one location. Blood samples are composed of a large amount of echinocytes.
However, if the shear rate is large, the shapes of the cells are not distinguishable (see Fig. 2(e)).
The blood sample is relatively young in comparison to the maximal blood storage time of 41
days, hence, there is no evidence that the mechano-elastic properties of our sample vary signifi-
cantly from the one of the fresh blood sample.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2 shows a series of time frames for various events. The majority of cells are traveling
through the microchannel loop. However, when the pressure difference is high and when one of
the pores opens, it is immediately blocked by another RBC. Fig. 2(a) shows RBC passing
through the pore. Depending on the size of the cell and initial cell localization, the travel
through pore can happen in less than one second to several seconds. The cell is unaltered after
passing through the pore (Multimedia view). Fig. 2(b) shows the RBC passing through a pore,
but at this occurrence it splits into two parts. The parts are not equal in size and also differ in
shape (Multimedia view). Fig. 2(c) shows the channel where already one cell is present and
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second one enters. Then the split of RBC occurs. Fig. 2(d) shows a cell entering the channel
and then the split occurs. However, in this case, the cell reconnects. Finally, Fig. 2(e) presents
the transformation of the echinocyte to the slippery shape RBC due to the increase in the shear
rate. Similar shapes for erythrocytes in high shear were often observed.31 It helps to understand
that despite the fact that blood used in experiments was consisting of many echinocytes, the
cells in most of the figures look like fresh blood. It was observed that even after split when the
cell moves into the low velocity region it recovers the echinocyte characteristics.
Fig. 3 again shows a split of RBCs but a different type that the one presented in Fig. 2. In
both cases, the lipid bilayer breaks, but in this case, the remaining spectrin network only breaks
partially. Hence, it forms a rope, which connects two parts of the cell. Fig. 3(a) shows a split of
a single erythrocyte. Fig. 3(b) shows a situation similar to Fig. 2(c), but the cell remains con-
nected by a rope. Similarly, Fig. 3(c) shows a split with a remaining spectrin rope but at larger
magnification and higher flow velocity. Hence, the shape after the split looks like a slippery
RBC. Fig. 3(d) shows double a split. The difference lies in a fact that parts of the cell are con-
nected by rope. In that case, the cell has split into three parts. One part is left on the other side
of the membrane, and the remaining two parts are connected by rope. The spectrin rope is quite
a stable structure, but can be broken by a very fast flow. The spectrin network connects spectrin
fibers in rest position (70 nm long). The elasticity of that structure is large, as each one can
stretch up to 200 nm without breaking up.15 Hence, the observed rope is very elastic. Fig. 3(e)
FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup overview. (b) Microfluidic chip under the microscope. (c) The scheme of the measurement
area. The flow directions are indicated by arrows. The lm pores have non-uniform distribution in a location, density, and
sizes. In the loop, channel flow is directed from the top to the bottom. (d) AutoCAD microchip design. (e) The example of
the flow of the erythrocytes in 400 magnification. The movies corresponding to these pictures are S1 and S2. (Multimedia
view) S1: [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4886967.1], S2: [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4886967.2]
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shows that the spectrin rope can be visible, very long and that the remaining parts of the cell
make satellites, which with time travel along the rope and reach the main cell again
(Multimedia view). A similar behavior was observed by tether extrusion.5–7
The passage of the RBCs through the microporous membrane leads to cell transformations.
Many of them pass without changes, some result in ghost cells, and some break into two or
more parts. The cell breakage resulting in cell ghosts were not that often observed. The remains
of the membrane can be easily washed out (easier than the full cell). Hence, these are more dif-
ficult to spot after transition. However, the breakage in the vast majority of cells does not lead
to ghosts. The lipid bilayer reconnects fast enough to avoid hemoglobin leakage. Statistics on
ghost cell formation was not performed. Most of the cells were either passing intact or when
split the membrane reconnected immediately. The statistics of cell transitions can be seen on
Fig. 4(a). There are several types of split or passing events. The most simple is the passing of
an intact cell (see Fig. 2(a)) or a split to two cells (Fig. 3(b)). However, in most of the cases,
pore is already occupied by several other cells. Hence, the split events occur in the presence of
other cells or when a rope from the spectrin network is formed. Examples of all types of cell
transition are also shown in this figure. The split of cells most likely occurs when other cells
are also in the pore. The cell fit is then tighter, but also the interaction of the cells membranes
FIG. 2. Figure shows the flow of RBCs in a microchannel in the vicinity of the microporous membrane. The flow on top of
the membrane is from right to left and on the bottom of the membrane from left to right. Most of the RBCs pass along and
only a few go through the pores. (a) Time sequence of the erythrocyte passing through a pore. (b) The time sequence of an
erythrocyte passing through a pore and splitting into two separate cells. (c) The time sequence of an erythrocyte passing
through a pore and splitting, when the channel is already occupied by another erythrocyte. (d) The time sequence of an eryth-
rocyte passing through a pore, splitting into two separate cells, and reconnecting again to one cell. (e) The time sequence of
an erythrocyte and an echinocyte. The echinocyte undergoes high shear stress and changes into a slippery shape. The echino-
cyte is connected to the second cell and drags it along. (Multimedia view) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4886967.3]
[URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4886967.4]
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between each other leads to the increase of viscoelastic effects leading to a breakup. Fig. 4(b)
shows the membrane characteristics for all the cases presented in Fig. 4(a).
The types of the pass/breakup events are also presented in Fig. 5 as a function of time and
pore length L and pore width w. The clean pass and split events (without other cells in the
channel and without rope formation) are distinguishably divided into two regions. A longer
time spent by a cell in a pore of the same pore characteristics leads to the split (Fig. 5(a)).
Additionally, it can be seen that the majority of events do not lead to cell breakage. This is not
the case when several cells are in the channel (Fig. 5(b)) and the spectrin network does not
break (a rope is formed). In such a case, most of the cells break. The time scale is much shorter
than the one for clean split though. For the case when other cells are present in the channel and
no rope is formed, the number of pass events and splits are about the same. The time the cell
spends in a pore will however be larger for events resulting in a split. This statistics does not
take into account the fact that erythrocytes will have slightly different sizes and membrane
characteristics. This might result in differences between event types for the same pore.
The difficulty in characterization of the erythrocyte breakup lies in the fact that each cell
has slightly different properties. A blood sample generally consists of cells of various ages (up
to 120 days). The older cells are denser, smaller, and the membrane is slightly stiffer. Hence,
each cell has different properties, which cannot be easily estimated during our experiments.
Other experiments, however, indicate some average values for RBC. Example can be found in
Table I.
FIG. 3. RBC dynamics related to the cytoskeleton breakup. A spectrin network separates and forms a rope like structure, which
connects the remaining parts. With the increase of flow velocity, the rope breaks. (a) Single RBC breakup with a remaining
rope. (b) Two RBCs in a pore. One is breaking up with a remaining rope (two time frames). (c) Two RBCs breakup with a
remaining rope (two time frames) with the higher shear flow. (d) Multiple RBCs breakup (two time frames). One has a particu-
larly long rope and satellite structures (see arrow). (e) Two time frames of a single RBC breakup with a remaining rope and sat-
ellite RBC parts, which in time are joining the main cell. (Multimedia view) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4886967.5]
[URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4886967.6] [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4886967.7]
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The split of the cell can be seen at the level of a whole cell and at the level of the structure
of the RBC membrane. The cell membrane consists of a lipid bilayer and a spectrin network.
The latter one occupies 10% of the surface.10 The spectrin chains have a length of about
200 nm,32 but they are folded in the RBC resulting in a length from 35 to 100 nm.10 Hence,
during the stretching each chain can expand about three times. The bonding between the sites
of spectrin complexes (dimers, tetramers, hexamers, etc.) can easily be broken and recon-
nected.11 The same is true for a lipid bilayer. It can break and reconnect easily. The lysis ten-
sion for the lipid bilayer is about 10mN/m,33 at a pH similar to the physiological environment.
Similarly, for RBC, the lysis tension is about 10–12mN/m, and also depends on the spectrin
network binding34 and on the solution in which the cells are immersed. Hence, at the level of
the RBC membrane split and connect events can occur easily and sometimes are spontaneous,
e.g., vesiculation during blood storage.8
At the level of the whole cell, erythrocyte behavior in a pore is similar to the one observed
for liquid droplets passing through microchannels. To estimate the physical regimes, which are
guiding the process, several flow properties were estimated (see Table II). It can be seen that
the Reynolds number is very small, as expected. The time scales responsible for a breakup such
as Rayleigh and viscous time differ by several orders of magnitudes, and also from the cell
FIG. 4. (a) The diagram represents the percentage of events observed in the membrane. It can be noted that due to the vari-
ous sizes of the membrane pores cells pass unchanged most of the time also if other cells are already occupying a pore. The
pictures represent the terminology of the event. The pass and split are shown in Fig. 2. The split events represent 32% of all
events and are more common when other cells are already occupying the pore. (b) Histograms of membrane characteristic
(pore width and length distribution) for all events presented in (a). It must be noted that cell split or pass was sometimes
measured on the same pore several times.
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FIG. 5. Plots indicating events in relation to the length L and width w of the pore and the cell’s transit time. (a) Only clean
events are shown. It can be seen that the majority of cells are passing through the pore. (b) The events, when the cells are
influenced by the pore, and form an attaching rope from the spectrin network. Most of these events lead to cell breakage.
(c) Events, when the pore is already occupied by cells, and other cells are entering the same pore. In such a case some cells
pass untouched and some break. These, which are faster, are more likely to pass unchanged.
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relaxation time. It can be seen that the flow in the pore is heavily influenced by the viscoelastic
properties of the cell. Hence, the breakup will be similar to the one of viscoelastic fluids. It can
indeed be observed that cells sometimes have satellite hemoglobin droplets similar to the jet
breakage presented in Ref. 29 (see Figs. 3(b), 3(d), and 3(e)).
To quantitatively analyze the breakup, we have looked at the model theory presented in
Ref. 28. The breakup criterion was derived from the studies of microdroplets in T-junction in a
lab on a chip device. The critical capillary number Ca combining viscosity, surface tension,
and characteristic flow velocity was related to the geometrical dimensions





Assuming in our case that Ca ¼ gV=r, where V¼A/t and length A is a result of the cell
squeezing through the pore (2D case because all cells were align the same in our experiments
due to the channel dimensions): A  w ¼ pR2. R is a cell radius chosen as 4 lm. Taking
w¼ 0.5 lm leads to A¼ 0.1mm. The values from Table I and rewriting the above equation
leads to coefficient a¼ 0.08 – 2 and Eq. (1) can be written as below:
t ¼ a
L=w 1ðL=wÞ2=3  1
 2 : (2)
The line plotted in Fig. 6 is given by Eq. (2) and coefficient a¼ 2.
TABLE I Erythrocyte characteristic parameters.
Property Type of cell Value References
Erythrocyte density q 1063–1130 kg/m3 35
Cytoplasmic viscosity (20 C) g No hemoglobin 2 3mPas 36
(37 C) 27% hemoglobin 50mPas 37
Membrane viscosity (24 C) 0:34 lNs=m 12
6.1 lN/m 12
Membrane shear modulus (24 C) l 2.5 lN/m 38
Young 5 lN/m 39
Old 12lN/m 39
280ms 38
Relaxation time s Young 120ms 39
Old 640ms 39
TABLE II. Characteristic problem dimensions. Definitions given from the literature.29
Property Equation Value range
Capillary velocity Vcap ¼ l=g 0.05–6mm/s
Radius of the channel R0 0.5–1lm





Viscous break-up time tv ¼ 14:1gR0=l 1.18–282ms
Inertia time scale ti¼ 1.95 tR 6.5–41.2ls
Weissenberg number Wi ¼ sVcap=R0 6–768
Reynolds number Re ¼ qlR0=g2 0:5 339 x 106
Deborah number De ¼ s=tR 0:06 1:9 x 105
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Figure 6 shows all events (pass and split) as a function of pore characteristics (length L
and width w) and the cell passing time. It can be seen that the breakup of the cells is indeed
similar to the one observed in droplets.28 The L/w ratio and the time determine the regions spe-
cific for the breakage or passing of the erythrocyte. The fit is quite good taking into account
that cells have different dimensions and elasto-mechanical properties. In case of droplets, the
parameters can be easer controlled. The region, which determines if the cell passes or breaks, is
more spread than the one for droplets. Hence, the plotted fit line is just the reference to under-
line the main trend characteristics.
The last figure (Fig. 7) shows some cells shapes after breakup. Two issues need to be
noticed. The shape recovery will depends on the cell membrane properties but also on the pro-
cess how the split has occurred. Fig. 7(a) shows a cell, which has a long recovery time, and is
attached by a rope formed from a spectrin network. In addition, cells do not split to two equals
most of the time, but that depends on the particular flow parameters. Example cases are shown
in Fig. 4(a). Many small cells have spherical shape Fig. 7(b). Spherocytes are stiffer than disco-
cytes.16 Despite the fact that they are small, they do not pass pores of the same size due to their
FIG. 6. All types of events as a function of the ratio of the length L and width w of the pore in the time of the event. It can
be seen that faster cells are more likely to pass unchanged. There is a region where cells are equally likely to pass or split
and the top right part of the graph leads to the split. The theoretical line predicting splitting region (Eq. (2)) is also shown.
It relates to the liquid droplets breakup theory.28
FIG. 7. Example of cells after passing through pores. (a) The cell did not break but has changed shape, and the shape is
quite slow to recover. (b) Multiple small round cells are the remains after the breakup of other cells.
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stiffness. These observations lead to the conclusion that the cells, in general, will not only
change their size but also their visco-elastic properties. However, this remains to be investigated
by some other experimental methods.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented the behavior of RBCs in the vicinity of microporous membranes. It leads
to various interesting effects such as cell split or rope formation. The cells break similarly to
viscoelastic droplets. The flow is highly influenced by viscosity and the membrane shear modu-
lus. In general, the majority of cells pass the membrane intact, even though the cells in a relax
form are of much larger membrane diameter. However, some erythrocyte split and this event
significantly depends on the speed of the observed process. If the cell stays longer in the pore,
then it tends to break. The channels are non-uniform. The initial cell position also varies as well
as cell size and elasto-mechanical properties. Therefore, the same channel can lead to various
types of passing/breakup configurations. After breakup, the cells have different dimensions and
visco-elastic properties (relaxation recovery time). Taking into account, the fact that in many
extracorporeal devices as well as in the human body RBCs are moving in the vicinity of micro-
porous membranes, the same dynamics should be observed. Examples that such situations can
occur are glomerular hematuria or RBCs passing through dialyzer membranes. The cells remain
affected and this may lead to anemia, because erythrocytes become stiffer and smaller.
The allocation of the cells can have also a role in the breakup characteristics. In our experi-
ments, the cells were all elongated into one position due to the microchip design restriction
(5 lm channel height). However, in general, erythrocytes can pass through microporous mem-
brane in various positions. It has been observed that this can happen in glomeruli.23 In such a
case, the cells are aligned with different conformation. There are two principal conformations
related to the axes of the symmetry. In the case of 3D allocation, the other conformation (per-
pendicular to the one investigated by us) will be observed. Both conformation will have a dif-
ferent curvature minimization diagram18 and therefore will lead to different split. The second
conformation and the passage through a membrane such as the glomerulus can lead to a split
and cell deformation as observed (disc with small satellites)24 and used to diagnose glomerular
hematuria.
We have shown that the flow of the erythrocytes in the presence of the microporous mem-
brane is very complicated and leads to various types of events. The importance of the RBC
behavior has large clinical implications and membranes of such type are often encountered by
the cells. This topic has not been extensively investigated by other researchers. Therefore, our
work is trying to address this issue in more precise manner.
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